
Mini Makeup Brush Set 8 pcs – Makeup 

Application While Traveling Sorted.  
The need for applying or touching up your makeup can arise anywhere. For all 

those desperate times, it’s best to equip yourself with your makeup essentials at 

all times. Look no further if you're on the hunt for a small makeup brush kit that 

makes storage less of a hassle. The beautiful dusty pink Mini Makeup Brush Set 8 

pcs occupies minimal space and is the best companion for all makeup enthusiasts.  

Apply Makeup on the Go  
The Mini Makeup Brush Set features eight pieces for flawless makeup application. 

You get a separate tool to blend different products on your face easily, including 

foundation, eye shadow, blusher, etc. This compact makeup kit will fit your bag 

without using up much space. Whether off to work or on a fun-filled vacation, 

these miniature blending tools are what you need to look presentable all day.  

Cruelty-Free and High-Quality Materials  
Each brush is made from high-quality and recyclable materials. Since it is 

composed of synthetic hair, these brushesare made without harming animals. 

With these adorable brushes, you won’t have to be concerned about durability or 

hygiene. They are carefully designed without using harmful products. There are 

no health dangers, toxic paints, or lead, and therefore, no risk factors to your 

health!  

Product Specifications  
The soft bristles of the Mini Makeup Brush Set 8 pcsare made from premium 

quality synthetic hair, whereas; the handles are composed of wood and 

aluminum. The 55 g weight makes this product ideal to carry along with you. An 

individual brush measures 15 x 10 x 1.4 cm, and the entire package is 22 x 13.5 x 4 

cm. You can attach the kit to the handle of your purse and carry it safely.  
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